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PREAMBLE

The following factual background is agreed to by the

parties and is incorporated as preamble to this second

amended stipulation of settlement.

A reorganization of the Youth Study Center (YSC)

commenced in 1975 and various educational, recreational and

other programs were introduced. Shortly thereafter, through

the joint efforts of the Family Court and the Youth Study

Center, the Detention Alternative Program came into being.

This Program, which became the Community Based Emergency

Shelter program (CBES), releases to other facilities

offenders not involved in violent crime. Social workers were

engaged (subject to budget limitations), and requests were

made to city authorities for capital funds with which the

Center could improve the building and the conditions under

which the residents lived.

In 1978 the parties entered into a stipulation of

settlement. The stipulation established standards for

conditions at the Youth Study Center (hereinafter "YSC").. It

also established intake standards aimed at controlling the

YSC population. The parties entered into an Amended

Stipulation in 1979 in order to comply with newly promulgated

state DPW detention regulations.

In February, 1983, pursuant to an Act of the General

Assembly, the YSC Board of Managers was dissolved and

management was assumed by the City of Philadelphia. The

parties have since agreed to re-examine the 1978 stipulation,



as amended, in light of changed circumstances. This second

amended stipulation is made as a result of that inquiry, and

incorporates those changes which the parties believe to be

consistent with the demands of public safety and to be

minimally necessary for the safe operation of the YSC. It is

the express intent of the parties that the items contained in

this second amended stipulation shall be maintained in the

future .

Although the parties intend that this stipulation be

enforceable in this court, the parties agree it gives rise to

enforceable rights only in the event of a material breach in

its observance. Upon execution of the second amended stipu-

lation, the 1978 stipulation as amended will be replaced; the

original complaint shall remain withdrawn and its allegations

will not be the subject of future proceedings, legal or

equitable.

The parties enter into this stipulation in order to

improve conditions at the Youth Study Center. The terms of

this stipulation apply only to the conditions and population

at the Youth Study Center. Nor do the parties intend, by

this stipulation, to make any admission or concession with

respect to any other litigation pending in this jurisdiction

or elsewhere.

I. Alternative Detention Placement: The parties recognize

that one o£ the primary goals of juvenile detention is "to

provide temporary secure care, while minimizing the negative

effects of confinement, for alleged delinquents or



adjudicated delinquent juveniles awaiting disposition of the

court, when there is a clear and convincing need to protect

the community and when remaining with parents or placement in

their care is inappropriate." Regulation 2-28-6 Social

Services Manual, The Office of Children , Youth and Families,

Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare, September 1, 1979

(hereinafter "DPW Detention Regulations"). Because at

present the Youth Study Center provides only the most

restrictive form of custody— secure custody— the City and

the Family Court shall continue to implement the plan for

less restrictive detention placements, such as CBES, small

community-based group homes, foster placements, and mentor

homes. The YSC client population shall be in conformity with

the standards set forth in Paragraph XXII, infra.

II. Discipline of Children at the YSC:

A. Corporal Punishment:

(1) Subsequent to any use of physical force by a

staff member, a "Use of Force" report (86-141) shall be filed

immediately by the staff member with his'supervisor ,

describing specifically the reason for the use of force, the

amount and type of force used, the resident involved, and the

names of all resident and staff witnesses. The supervisor

shall investigate the incident and report his findings to the

Executive Director of the YSC within 24 hours of the

incident. In all cases where there is evidence uncovered

that force was used or a "Use of Force" report was filed, the

Executive Director shall interview the staff member, resident



involved, and any witnesses, a) to determine whether or not

force was necessary, b) to counsel all parties about the

confrontation and c) to decide if further action should be

taken, including, where appropriate, suspension and/or

dismissal of staff in violation of this policy.

(2) Whenever any YSC resident believes that he

has been the victim of unwarranted use of force by a staff

member, the resident may, if desired, proceed in accordance

with the grievance procedure outlined in Par. Ill B.

B. Crisis Intervention/Disciplinary Isolation
Procedures;

(1) "Isolation" (also known as "segregation") is

the placement of a resident in a locked room to control

behavior. The resident's request to spend time in a private,

unlocked room or room which unlocks from the inside is not to

be considered isolation and should be granted, if feasible.

Quarantine or other preventive health measures are not

considered isolation but can only be ordered by a licensed

physician. Locking residents in rooms during a normal eight-

hour sleeping period is not considered isolation if the

rationale and procedures are documented in the current

program description.

(2) Use of Isolation

(a) The parties recognize the potential for

aggressive, disruptive or threatening behavior on the part



of the residents of a detention facility. Children in

detention are often in a tense or unsettled emotional state

which may lead to displays of anger, tension, loss of self-

control, frustration, or violence, directed toward staff or

other residents. Staff shall attempt to prevent such

behavior by recognizing indications of impending behavior and

intervening in a positive, constructive manner to neutralize

or prevent such acting out or assaultiveness. Isolation or

handcuffs shall be used only to control behavior which is a

clear and present danger to the resident, to other residents,

or to staff.

(b) Residents requiring isolation or handcuffs

shall not be denied food, or subjected to corporal

punishment, or abusive or degrading treatment.

(c) Isolation and handcuffs shall not be used

as punishment, for the convenience of staff, or as a sub-

stitute for program. They, shall not be used unless all other

available techniques or resources have failed.

(d) When isolation or handcuffs are used, an

incident report including the following shall be entered in

the residents' record: the method used, the conduct

necessitating the isolation or handcuffs, alternative methods

which were unsuccessful in controlling the behavior, the

period of time the resident spent isolated or handcuffed,

the monitoring report, and the physical and emotional

condition of the resident during and after release from



isolation or handcuffs.

(e) A log recording all incidents where isolation

and handcuffs were used shall be established. For each

incident the name of the resident, whether isolated or

handcuffed, the date and time period over which the isolation

or handcuffs were used, the staff who used it and the staff

who authorized its use shall be noted. This log shall be

submitted quarterly to the Department, the President Judge

(Administrative Judge, Family Court Division), and the County

Executive Officers (Commissioner of the Department of Public

Welfare).

(f) The Executive Director is responsible for

insuring that staff know specific procedures, methods and

steps relating to the use of handcuffs and isolation and that

the staff is familiar with these regulations and the criteria

for their application.

(g) Authority for isolation rests with the

Executive Director, or in the Executive Director's absence

the staff person designated by the Executive Director. The

Executive Director shall see the resident, assess the

resident's needs, and seek professional consultation if

indicated. Normally, written authorization with date and

time shall precede the placement of a resident in isolation.

In emergencies, telephone authorization may be accepted, to

be followed promptly by a written authorization, dated and

signed by the Executive Director or his/her designee not



later than four hours after the telephone authorization.

(h) Authorization for isolation is good for only

four hours. For every four hour period the procedure in

paragraph (a) through (g) shall be followed. The time the

authorization is received will be recorded. Isolation shall

not exceed 16 hours in any 48 hour period without a written

court order. When requesting a court order for continuing

isolalation beyond 16 hours in a 48 hour period, the

facility shall give prior notice to the child, and the

child's attorney of record or the County Public Defender's

Office. Court authorization and any other documentation

shall be included in the child's record.

(i) In the absence of a written or telephone

authorization, a resident may be placed in isolation as a

protective measure for no more than one hour when such action

is immediately necessary. At such times, the Executive

Director or designee shall be notified immediately and

approve such act. If, after visiting the resident, the

Executive Director or designee deems isolation necessary,

they shall document their observations fully on the incident

report.

(3) The following procedure shall be followed when a

resident is in isolation:

— potentially dangerous articles shall be re-

moved from the resident. This includes articles of

clothing, such as belts, if there are reasonable



grounds to believe such clothing constitutes a sub-

stantial threat to the health or safety of the re-

sident. In no case shall all clothing be removed.

a staff person shall be assigned to sit in the

room with the resident or immediately outside the

room. The staff member shall have no other duties

or responsibilities other than supervision of the

resident. At all times the staff and resident

shall have visual and audio contact, and not rely

on intercoms, closed circuit television or other

such devices.

— the physical needs of the resident shall be

given prompt response.

(4) The following shall be available for a child in iso-

lation, unless staff determine that possession presents an

immediate danger to the child or others:

a clean dry room of moderate temperature,

equipped with light sufficient for reading

between the hours of 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.;

sufficient clothing to meet seasonal needs;

— a bed, including blankets, sheets, pillow

and pillow cases, and mattress;

— personal hygiene supplies including soap,

toothpaste, toothbrush, hairbrush, comb, towels

and toilet paper;



minimum writing materials including pen,

pencils, paper and envelopes;

— prescription eyeglasses, if needed;

access to books, periodicals and other reading

materials;

— adequate toilet facilities and bathing facili-

ties;

— correspondence privileges applicable to all

juveniles in the facility; and

-- access to medical care.

(5) If any of the above are denied to, or removed from

the child, the reasons shall be documented in the incident

report.

(6) A monitoring report with observations entered at no

less than 15 minute intervals shall be maintained as part of

the incident report described in paragraph (2) (d) .

III. A. Handbook for Residents:

(1) Within 30 days of the effective date of this second

amended stipulation each new resident of the YSC shall

receive a handbook which, in clear and simple language, shall

describe the services and facilities provided at the Center,

explain the rules regarding discipline and outline the

procedures of the Family Court. The handbook shall describe

the YSC grievance procedure.

(2) Within 24 hours of admission, each new resident's

social worker shall go over the handbook with him to be sure



that he understands it fully. Copies of the handbook in

Spanish shall be available for those who speak that language.

III.B. Grievance Procedure;

(1) Residents may make complaints to YDC supervisory or

social work staff about any matter covered in this

stipulation, including but not limited to intake, incidents

or conditions at the YSC.

(2) Said staff shall reduce the complaint to writing.

One copy of the complaint shall be placed in the resident's

file, and one copy in a central file maintained by the YSC

Executive Director or his designee.

(3) The Executive Director shall ensure that each

complaint is investigated thoroughly and resolved, if

possible.

(4) (a) The resident may complain about disciplinary

isolation, either verbally or in writing, to any paid

employee or volunteer in the YSC, or to the resident's

attorney, parent, or legal guardian. The complaint must be

presented by any YSC staff person receiving it to the YDC

Supervisor within two hours of initial request. The YDC

Supervisor, upon receipt of such request will form a

hear ing/investi-gative board consisting of the YDC

Supervisor, one YDC II (not assigned to the resident's unit),

and one YDC I (not assigned to the resident's unit). The

hearing/investigative board shall convene no more than two

hours from the time the request is made to the YDC

Supervisor, and shall review the incident and the

10



disciplinary action taken. The hearing/investigative board

shall question the resident, all witnesses and take all

information necessary to arrive at a conclusion. Written

findings of this board shall be given to the resident no

later than two hours following initiation of investigation.

One copy of the findings shall be placed in the resident's

file and one copy transmitted to the Deputy Director of child-

care for filing in the YSC central file.

(b) The resident may appeal the board's finding to

the Deputy Director or Executive Director for final review

and determination. A resident through his attorney may

appeal all findings and actions to the family court.

(5) Both the resident's file and the central complaint

file shall reflect the disposition of each complaint and the

time it took to dispose of each complaint.

(6) Every resident shall be informed of this grievance

procedure upon admission to YSC.

IV. General Institutional Conditions:*

A. Room Furnishings;

(1) Each room shall have a bed, blankets, sheets,

pillow and pillows cases, and mattress.

(2) The individual'rooms and sleeping areas shall be

painted at least once every two years, and residents shall be

*Expenditures necessary for purchase of room furnishings
and physical plant repairs will be provided by Defendant
City.

11



allowed to decorate their area so long as walls are not

marred or defaced. All beds shall be kept in good repair,

and mattresses shall be aired out and/or cleaned when

necessary.

B. Physical Plant: The YSC shall make all repairs and

renovations necessary to insure the following:

(1) Installation of a fully operable heating system,

regulated to avoid overheating and discomfort.

(2) Installation of a fully operable air conditioning

system, which shall ventilate all areas of the institution

where the residents move about, including sleeping quarters.

(3) Installation of sufficient windows in appropriate

places to provide adequate ventilation.

V. Freedom of Movement: Defendants shall make every effort

to provide adequate supervision so that doors between the

front sections of the units and sleeping area will be open as

often as possible, allowing residents to have access to

either. Free access to bathrooms shall be assured at all

hours. Residents shall not be permitted to enter someone

else's room without staff approval.

On a broader level, residents shall be allowed as

much freedom of movement as is possible without increasing

the risks of absconding by residents.

VI. Privacy: YSC shall include provisions for quiet rooms,

and observation rooms, which shall not be used as bedrooms

and which afford privacy under supervision.

12



VII. Visitation;

(a) All YSC visiting sessions shall be held according

to YSC Standard Operating Procedures for Visitation, to be

developed by the Executive Director within thirty days of the

effective date of this second amended stipulation.

(b) No regular visits shall be scheduled during school

hours.

(c) Parents, families and significant others important

to the child shall have visiting rights.

(d) The Executive Director, with documentation in the

resident's detention file that visiting rights shall have

unquestionable and overwhelmingly damaging effects on the

resident, may restrict visiting rights. The child may appeal

the restriction through the grievance procedures outlined in

the facility's handbook. If parental rights are involved,

the parents shall have prior notice and the opportunity to

challenge the facility's decision to restrict visiting. If a

challenge is received from the parents, the facility shall

immediately petition the court to adjudicate the matter.

(e) The Executive Director may restrict visitation only

when it is necessary to ensure the security of the facility.

Such a restriction shall-be considered an exception to the

general visitation policy, and must be documented, with

reasons, in the resident's file, if a particular resident's

right to visitation is restricted, or in correspondence with

plaintiff's counsel, if there is a general restriction on

visitation. If an individual child's right to visitation is

13



restricted the child may appeal the restriction as in (d),

above.

(f) Visiting policies and hours shall be explained to

the child, the parent(s) and significant others.

VIII. Mail:

(1)(a) Children shall be able to correspond with others

through normal use of the Postal Service. If the child is

without financial resources the facility shall provide

postage.

(b) Outgoing mail shall not be opened by staff.

(c) Incoming mail from elected or appointed

Federal, State, or county officials shall not be opened by

staff.

(d) If it is necessary to search other incoming

mail for contraband, the mail shall be opened by the resident

in the presence of staff, and any contraband confiscated. No

incoming mail shall be read.

(2) YSC shall provide for pickup and delivery of mail

on a same-day bases.

IX. Telephones;

Outgoing calls to attorneys shall be made available on

request. Other calls to parents, relatives or others shall

be made available by the YSC at specified times of the day,

but shall not exceed one call per day. With the exception of

14



phone calls to attorneys, telephone use may be restricted if

the telephone privilege is abused by the resident. Any

restriction of telephone use shall be documented in the

resident's personal file. An up-to-date log shall be kept of

calls made by or on behalf of each resident. Privacy shall

be afforded within the space limitations provided, and

subject to the need for adequate supervision.

X. Recreation;

(l)(a) YSC shall have a recreational program. Recrea-

tional activities shall be selected, designed and implemented

to meet the needs of residents appropriately. YSC shall

have, as part of the annual program description, a

recreational plan which clearly illustrates the manner in

which the program meets the individual needs of the children

from the geographic area being served. A member of the staff

shall have supervisory responsibility for the recreational

program.

(b) A choice of appropriate games and other leisure

time activities, both indoors and outdoors, shall be provided

with diversification according to age. This shall include

the opportunity for a minimum of two hours of strenuous

physical exercise daily.

(c) Various creative activities shall be provided.

(2) A wide selection of reading and writing

materials, art supplies, and games shall be available and

15



regularly maintained. Regular opportunities for co-

educational activities shall be provided, not solely as a

reward for good behavior.

(3) Every recreational worker employed at YSC shall

have undergone training in physical education and shall

possess such demonstrated aptitude and work experience as

shall qualify him or her to supervise the recreation of

children who have behavioral problems or are emotionally

disturbed. To this end, every recreational worker shall

participate in mandatory in-service training.

XI. Library;

The YSC shall supplement the services of the YSC School

by providing library services on each unit for use after

school hours, on weekends, and during school vacations.

XII. Medical Services;

(1) Upon admission to the Youth Study Center vaginal

examinations for girls shall be provided by the physician

assigned and according to accepted medical practice. Girls

who refuse this examination will be segregated from the

population until the examination has been completed.

(2) No thorazine or other tranquillizing drugs shall be

administered at the YSC unless specifically prescribed, in

writing, by a physician. In such instances, the physician

shall examine the youth to review such use every 24 hours and

keep full documentation for the resident's file.

(3) Each resident shall be afforded reasonable access

16



to a psychiatrist and/or a psychologist in accordance with

his/her wishes, including consultation and crisis

intervention.

XIII. Hygiene:

(1) Adequate soap, toothpaste, toothbrushes, and

deodorant of commercially acceptable brand shall be available

to all youths. Residents shall be allowed to shower daily.

(2) Bed linen shall be changed weekly, and blankets

washed on a regular basis. Towels shall be changed twice a

week.

(3) Clothing provided by the Center shall be similar to

what is worn in the community. Clean underwear shall be

furnished daily for girls, and at least twice a week for

boys. Clean clothing shall be issued at least every three

days.

(4) Custodial services shall be provided daily, with

special emphasis on bathrooms. Showers and toilets shall be

disinfected daily, and the cafeteria, kitchen and eating

areas shall be kept in a clean state.

XIV. Food Services:

(1) The Youth Study Center shall be in compliance with

all codes and regulations applicable to the kitchen and

dining areas. Such areas shall be maintained so that

compliance with such codes is continued.

(2) YSC shall staff the food services in a manner

"sufficient to prepare and serve the meals that meet the

nutritional needs of the children" (DPW Annual Review of

17



1975) shall be provided. A fully qualified dietician shall

approve all menus on a regular basis.

XV. Custodial Services:

(1) Residents shall be required to clean their own

sleeping rooms, living areas, and bathrooms, and adequate

cleaning supplies must be provided for this purpose. All

other custodial services shall be provided by YSC.

(2) Nothing in this section shall prohibit a resident

of the YSC from participating in a work/study or vocational

education program organized and supervised by the YSC School.

XVI. Fights Among Residents:

Staff members shall not allow residents to fight with

one another. When a fight occurs, counselors shall make

every effort to break it up immediately.

XVII. Sexual Incidents;

Homosexuals shall be protected from harassment, and

shall not be stigmatized by putting them in isolation,

segregating them by unit, or otherwise discriminating against

them. Counselors, however, shall be aware of the possibility

of homosexual rape, and provide protection for potential or

actual rape victims. Only the initiator of such an assault

may be punished.

XVIII. Conversion of Personal Property:

A system to reduce the incidence of missing property

shall be maintained, and modified when necessary. Records o£

18



items "checked in" by residents shall be kept, and legible

receipts given to residents. In addition, a system for

reporting missing items shall be maintained.

XIX. Social Services:

(1) The Social Work Supervisor shall have an M.S.W.

Each social worker employed by the YSC shall have a B.S.W.

at a minimum.

(2) Within 24 hours of admission, each resident shall

be assigned a specific social worker, and the resident's

parents or guardian and attorney shall be notified of the

social worker's identity within 24 hours of the assignment.

(3) It shall be the responsibility of the social worker

to assist the resident in solving problems arising from

detention and incarceration, to assist him in maintaining

contact with family, legal counsel, and the court, to provide

counseling on a short-term basis, especially family

counseling, as needed, to coordinate the activities of other

persons in the facility and of outside persons and agencies

in order to meet the resident's needs, and to insure his well-

being during the resident's stay at the YSC.

(4) Social workers shall be provided in sufficient

numbers to provide such individualized attention.

XX. Child-Care and Professional Staff at the YSC:

(1) The staff-child ratio mandated under the DPW

Detention Regulations shall be maintained.

(2) Qualifications: All child care staff shall meet

all state regulatory requirements and all local Civil Service

19



requirements.

(3) In-house training:

(a) Initial training at the YSC shall consist not only

of orientation to the YSC, its facilities, procedures and

policies, but also shall include training from qualified

professionals in the areas of management and understanding of

the behavior of disturbed juveniles, recognition of and

procedures for dealing with severe psychological

disturbances, drug overdose and medical emergencies, and the

function of the juvenile court system.

(b) Ongoing training shall be provide on a regular,

mandatory basis, and shall be no less than 40 hours a year.

Training shall include use of passive restraints, and other

areas that are a part of the initial training.

(i) Budget allocations for staff development shall be

made on an annual basis to ensure compliance with DPW

Regulations and to ensure continuance of current training

programs.

(4) Regular communication between social workers,

teachers, probation officers and child-care workers shall be

maintained, and child-care workers shall review a child's

file as part of their duties, in order to have as full a

picture as possible of a child's background.

XXI. Equal Protection:

Under no circumstances shall female residents of the YSC

be denied, because of their sex, access equal to that of male

20



residents with respect to any activity, condition or right

guaranteed by this Stipulation, including but not limited to

education, medical care and infirmary, outdoor and indoor

recreation, counseling, and freedom of movement.

XXII. Population Standards;

These standards do not regulate either the

appropriateness of or the guidelines for placement of youth

in community-based emergency shelters (CBES) . In addition,

these population standards do not apply to youth who are

court-certified to be tried as adults.

I. Standards for YSC Court Intake Personnel.

A. Mandatory Detention.

All parties agree that the YSC Court Intake Personnel

must exercise judgment as to the detention of every and all

juvenile(s) at the Youth Study Center. Even if a juvenile is

not included for mandatory release in paragraphs B and C

below, no category of alleged conduct or background in and of

itself justifies a failure of the YSC Court Intake Personnel

to exercise discretion to release the juvenile.

B. Mandatory Release.

1. The court intake official at the YSC shall

not detain any juvenile 12 years of age and younger,

regardless of the nature of the offense and/or the charges

against the juvenile. If the juvenile cannot be returned

home, the intake official shall place the juvenile in a

community-based emergency shelter.
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2. The court intake official at the YSC shall

not detain an accused juvenile unless the juvenile:

(a) is charged with an assaultive crime which

in the case of an adult would be punishable as

a felony (any degree) or misdemeanor of the

first degree, and one or more of the following

additional factors is present:

"(1) the juvenile is an escapee from an

institution or other placement facility

to which he/she was committed under a

previous adjudication; or

(2) the juvenile is alleged to be

delinquent by reason of actions which

required that the victim be treated at a

hospital, or is charged with rape,

arson, involuntary deviate sexual

intercourse, felonious intimidation of a

witness, or retaliation against a

witness, or is charged with a crime

involving the personal use of a gun or

knife in the commission of the crime; or

(3) the juvenile has a demonstrable

record during the last year (at least two

or more) of wilful failure to appear at

juvenile proceedings resulting in the

issuance of bench warrants to assure

his/her presence in court.

(b) has been verified to be a fugitive from

22



another jurisdiction, an official of which has

formally requested that the juvenile be placed

in detention. The term "official" includes,

but is not limited to law enforcement agents,

court probation officers, judges and court

personnel. Verification may be oral with

written verification within twenty-four (24)

hours.

C. Mandatory Release Pending Dispositional Review,

The court intake official at the YSC shall not

detain at the YSC a juvenile who has been court committed to

an institution or other placement facility under a previous

adjudication and who is awaiting a court review of commitment

and new disposition unless the juvenile:

1. has been charged subsequent to the initial

commitment with acts which required that the victim be

treated at a hospital, or is charged with rape, arson,

involuntary deviate sexual intercourse, felonious

intimidation of a witness, or retaliation against a witness,

or is charged with a crime involving the personal use of a

gun or knife in the commission of the crime, or with acts

which caused serious damage to the property of the placement

facility; or

2. is an escapee from the institution or

placement facility; or

3. has a demonstrable record during the last year

(at least two or more) of wilful failure to appear at
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juvenile proceedings resulting in the issuance of bench

warrants to assure his/her presence in court; or

4. the juvenile is being held in a secure

institution as defined and regulated by State laws and/or

regulations; or

5. the juvenile is considered by the placement

facility or the court to be no longer amenable to that

institution's treatment program because of a pattern of

violent behavior that endangered the safety of others.

If the juvenile is being held in a non-secure

setting, and does not meet the above criteria, but must be

held pending a court review, the YSC shall not detain such

juvenile and the juvenile shall be placed in a community-

based emergency shelter .

D. Discretionary Situations: In every situation in

which release of an arrested juvenile is not mandatory, the

court intake official at the YSC shall first consider and

determine whether any form of control (such as intensive

probation) short of detention is available to reasonably

reduce the risk of flight or danger to others. If no such

measure will suffice, the court intake official at the YSC

shall state explicitly in writing the reasons for rejecting

alternatives to detention. When a court intake official

determines that a form of detention is a permissible interim

status under subsections B. or C. above, secure detention

(i.e. YSC) may be selected only if there is evidence that

it is likely that release will result in serious bodily
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injury to others, commission of a crime involving the

personal use of a gun or knife, rape, arson, involuntary

deviate sexual intercourse, felonious intimidation of a

witness, retaliation against a witness, or flight to

avoid appearance in court. The court intake official shall

give written reasons for his/her determination to the

Executive Director of the Youth Study Center.

Absent such evidence, the juvenile shall be placed in

nonsecure detention (i.e. CBES).

E. Protective Detention; Placement in a detention

facility solely for the protection of an accused juvenile may

be permitted only upon the voluntary written request of the

juvenile or his/her attorney.

F. Protective Care; A juvenile shall not be detained

at the YSC solely because he/she has no parent, relative or

guardian who is willing and able to provide custody and care.

Instead, such a juvenile shall be placed in a CBES.

II. Standards for Court Ordered Detention.

A. Mandatory Release — Detention Hearing;

The family court shall not order detention for any

juvenile discussed in this Order under paragraphs I.B. and I.

C. above .

In addition, the court shall not order detention

at the YSC in the following situations:

1. Mental Health Commitment. No juvenile

committed, voluntarily or involuntarily, under the Mental

Health Procedures Act shall be ordered detained at the YSC
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pending transfer to a mental health facility. The City of

Philadelphia commits itself to ensure that necessary beds are

available.

2. Probation Violations.

(a) Technical; No juvenile alleged only to

have violated the technical terms, rules or conditions of

probation shall be ordered detained at the YSC.

(b) New Offense; No juvenile on probation

who is alleged to have committed a new offense shall be

ordered detained at the YSC unless such detention would be

permitted under Section I (Standards for YSC Court Intake

Personnel), except in the following situation: a juvenile who

is on probation for any of the following enumerated offenses

may be detained at the YSC if charged, while on said

probation, with rape, involuntary deviate sexual intercourse,

robbery, arson, aggravated assault or burglary.

3. Post-Adjudication Pending Disposition. No

juvenile who has been adjudicated delinquent, but who is

awaiting disposition, shall be held at the YSC unless he/she

has been adjudicated delinquent for one of the offenses for

which such detention would be permitted under Section I

(Standards for YSC Court Intake Personnel). Nothing herein

shall be interpreted as preventing the family court judge

from holding a juvenile at CBES if appropriate.

4. Post-Disposition Awaiting Transfer to Non-

Secure Institution; No juvenile who at disposition has been

committed to a non-secure private institution in the five-

county Southeast Region shall be detained at the YSC for
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longer than twenty-four (24) hours pending transfer to said

institution. No juvenile who at disposition has been

committed to a non-secure private institution outside the

five-county Southeast Region shall be detained at the YSC for

longer than seventy-two (72) hours pending transfer to said

institution .

B. Discretionary Situations: In all other cases, the

court shall review 3̂e novo all factors that officials earlier

in the process were required by these standards to have

considered. The court shall review with particularity the

adequacy of the reasons for detention recorded by the intake

official.

C. Statement of Reasons: If, after reviewing c[e novo

the intake official's detention decision, the court orders a

juvenile detained in secure or non-secure custody, the judge

shall set forth his/her reasons for ordering detention rather

than detention alternatives.

D. Release Alternatives: The court may release the

juvenile on his or her own recognizance, on conditions, under

supervision, including release on a temporary basis to the

attorney if so requested for the purpose of preparing the

case .

E. Judicial Review: All juveniles detained at the

YSC after intake shall have their cases reviewed by the court

within one working day. If the court orders detention at the

YSC, the court shall review its decision within ten (10) days

of detention and every ten days thereafter. At the hearing
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the court shall determine whether detention at the YSC is

permitted based on the criteria stated in this Order or

whether circumstances now permit less restrictive

alternatives. Detention cases shall have priority both in

court hearings and case planning. If a juvenile is detained

at the YSC for more than thirty (30) consecutive days, the

probation staff and the social work staff of the YSC shall

begin planning for the juvenile.

XXIII. Monitoring;

(1) Monitor

(a) Within 30 days of the effective date of this second

amended stipulation the parties shall agree on the name of

a person whose name the parties shall submit for appointment

by this Court as Monitor.

(b) The Monitor shall serve for two years.

(c) The Monitor shall be paid by the defendant City at

an appropriate rate.

(d) The Monitor may be an organization, in which case

the fee paid shall include the Monitor and support staff.

(e) Duties

(1) The Monitor shall collect forms which have

been completed by the YSC, the Family Court and Court Intake

Staff at the YSC.

(2) The forms shall be designed jointly by

the parties within 30 days of the effective date of this

second amended stipulation.
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(3) In order to verify the accuracy of completed

forms the monitor shall have access to the YSC, to its

records and to administration, staff and residents.

(4) For the first year following the effective

date of this second amended stipulation the Monitor shall,

beginning on the 60th day after said date, make monthly

reports to this Court and Counsel concerning compliance with

the terms of the stipulation.

(5) The Monitor shall prepare at least every

six months, a summary of complaints (grievances) filed

pursuant to Section III.B. above. The Monitor shall send the

summary to all Counsel.

(6) During the second year following the

effective date of this second amended stipulation the monitor

shall make bi-monthly reports to this Court and Counsel

concerning compliance with the terms of the stipulation.

(7) By the end of the second year following the

effective date of the second amended stipulation the Monitor,

DPW and plaintiffs' counsel shall appoint a six-person

Advisory Committtee.

(2) Advisory Committee

(a) When the Monitor's term is completed, the Advisory

Committee shall assume all duties of the Monitor except

(e) (4)-(e) (6) above.

(b) The Advisory Committee shall be unpaid.

(c) Philadelphia DPW shall supply the Advisory

Committee with necessary clerical and secretarial assistance.
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(d) The Advisory Committee shall make regular reports to

Court and Counsel, which shall, at a minimum, be quarterly.

(e) Said reports shall describe compliance with the

terms of this stipulation.

XXIV. Effect_on_Educational_Stipulation:

This second amended stipulation does not replace the

Education Stipulation of December 29, 1978, which remains in

force.

XXV. Modification:

This Stipulation or any portion thereof may be changed,

modified or amended upon agreement of all parties.

XXVI. Jurisdictjon:

The parties intend that breach of this Stipulation will

create enforceable rights. Any alleged violations are to be

raised before the Court for the sole purpose of adjudicating

issues related to compliance with this Stipulation and would

not subject the named defendants or their successors in

office to contempt penalties unless, subsequent to the

Court's decision and Order, the determined violations

continue.

XXVII. Effectiye_Date:

This second amended stipulation shall be in effect as of

December 15, 1984.
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COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFFS
COUNSEL_FOR_DEFENDANTS

For: City of

Dated: ^S-A^ll^jJUf.

mily Court

APPROVED BY THE COURT:

I1 D A T E D
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